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August 1, 1944
Payday... EM club again converted into Club
Casino with both dice and black-jack the night's principal source of amusement..... Danger of the air,
land or sea assault on this island has apparently subsided. The warning was not repeated and as a
consequence the men have again become very lax and unconcerned. Vehicles along the road moving
personnel from one location to the other no longer seem like a modern version of Jesse James' gang....
Cannetto RR bridge was again our target and again was successfully hit. Later recon reveal that bridge
is no longer passable.
August 2, 1944
Captain Hass, MATAF, lectured to combat crews of the
maize of techniques used by enemy interrogators to ween
information from captured combat personnel.
Confidentially said the Captain, every dirty trick used by the
enemy is also utilized by our own PW interrogators.....
General Orders, XXIIth Air Force announced that Colonel
Willis F. Chapman, Group Commander, Captain Anthony J.
King, Ass't S-2 Officer and veteran Navigator received the
D.F.C. For outstanding achievement while in aerial flight
over the enemy..... Captain King has been for the past few
days back in the hills “Wild Boar Hunting”..... Today's
target took us into the coastal fringe of southern France.
What seems to be the first of the
softening up activity preceding
the long anticipated landing in
that general area...... Flak over
target ripped one wing of plane
Colonel Willis F. Chapman
number 6E to bits, the plane went
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into a very steep dive. Lt. Hill,
pilot, described the situation as
four hands and four feet were
pushing and pulling everything in the cockpit to bring the ship back to level.
After a 4500 ft. drop the plane proceeded home, crippled but safely...... The
target, Var River bridges #3 and #4 just west of Nice. No. 4 was well
covered with bombs. No. 3 was missed.... Group Movie had a large turn-out
to see Ginger Roger's masterful performance of “Lady in the Dark.”
Hollywood using the still untapped medium of Psychiatry to bring in the lush tempting qualities of lady
Ginger, her dancing mastery and fantastically appealing scenery. The plot at no time was lost, confused
or sacrificed by this extravagant artistry. The audience was quite pleased.... HQ, softball team defeated
the hard losing 845th Engineers by a 5-2 margin. They are now in a tie for first place. Play-offs will no
doubt be arranged to determine area champs........

August 3, 1944
Not infrequently cloud formations accumulate over mountains which
completely surround us, but very rarely do they cast a shadow over us.
For weeks on end clear beautiful skies light up the landscape. Those
rare days when clouds hover above are in fact refreshers.... Big league
baseball was the main course for the evening. The 340th nine, vs the
310th. As could be expected a superbly handled 340th with the best
available playing their most suited position easily walked away by a
13-3 margin. McCrea of the 487th, southpaw version of Thomas
Bridges, pitched scoreless ball till the seventh inning.... Wing PRO, 1st
Lt. John W. Dillon, Florida, arrived to analyze and inject some
adrenalin as well as converse with Colonel Chapman regarding the
PRO situation here in the Group. Principalling [sic] the endeavor will
be to boost the Group's production of PR material several thousand
percent, and to attempt equaling the volume of output of other Groups
John Dillon later in his
in this wing. If necessary, though far from his preference, the Colonel
career Photo: 57th Bomb
agreed to permit what he referred to as “Rubber Stamp Stories” so as
Wing Archive
to meet the desired volume..... Sgt. George Murphy, Camera
Technician, stopping in for a moment's chat in Group S-2 appeared
somewhat untidy, shirt tail out, shirt unbuttoned, greasy clothes and hands. Major Ruebel, Operations
Officer, called him to one side ordering him to straighten up immediately. George blushed, looked at
the polished nails as compared to his own chapped, roughened, greasy hands and tucked in his shirt.
August 4, 1944
S/Sgt. Warren Bickford, and Captain Kirk White both of Oklahoma were transferred back to the States
on rotation. Both seemed very happy to bid fair adieu to their buddies..... Breakthru of Bradley's
Forces resuscitated the many slumbering speculations regarding the War's end. Achievement of
Britteny with its many port facilities would facilitate such influx of necessary man and matériel as to
constitute an irresistible avalanche of power once it was properly grouped..... Again an attempt is made
to harness the transportation facilities of this Group. Objection of the previous conditions was that the
vehicles were not being properly cared for, that they were being used for personal reasons etc. The
order brought into effect this morning requires each vehicle be turned into the motor pool by 0900 hrs
each day, for a complete checkup at which time a dispatch will be issued to it for the day's usage.... Rail
bridges in southern France were again the targets for today. The day's efforts again had excellent
results with the two bridges intended as primary targets well covered
and a Marshaling Yards, a target of opportunity, put out of
commission.
August 5, 1944
Five bottles of Beer per man was issued today as a two week PX
ration. Of very high quality, Ruppert's N.Y., in plastic bottles
considered expendable and not to be returned, the boys, Lennon,
McElroy, Ryan, Liener, Slutsky etc sitting semi-circular on a mound of
loose dirt seemed more as a construction gang enjoying their pail of

beer with their noon lunch. Pink clouds projecting over the mountains from the west provided the
necessary color...... Peggy Steers, White Plains, N.Y., Vassar Educated, Red Cross girl with the 340th
received orders to leave this organization immediately and without fanfare. [See also War Diary entry
for July 2, 1944] The abrupt invitation was the consequence of a letter initiated by Colonel Chapman
to the Red Cross field director in this area to the effect that Peggy's oft voiced preference and
supporting actions toward enlisted men over officers. “Such Favoritism” said the Colonel “could not
be tolerated in this organization.” Peggy's biggest difficulty now is transport off the island from
whence she expects to return to the States. She has been overseas now twenty months, in this interval
her father has died causing some disruption in the family she had left intact. Her only regrets in
returning home is that her departure should be at the instance of the Colonel's unsavoring [sic] letter.....
War jitters gained the upper hand last night. Several rifle shots over widely dispersed areas were heard
at about 2200 hrs. Voice spread like wildfire for the men to get their firearms and to effectuate an
immediate blackout. After ½ hour of waiting about fully-armed, helmet and gasmask on, the boys
became a bit sleepy or restless and returned to their previous occupation..It was later revealed that all
was a mistake. The Sergeant of the Guard hearing the shots called to a guard to get his gun and follow
him. Someone nearby misunderstood. We all ended toting guns.... Group stood down because of
weather.....
August 6, 1944
Sergeant Horace Samuel Deese, Pageland, S.C. Hard drinking, hard working publications section clerk,
met his brother Basil in Rome. Sgt. Deese who normally on the slightest pretense fills his flush face
full of booze, celebrated this occasion having his brother, by no means a teetotaler, as companion.
Their only recollection of Rome is through the end of a booze bottle..... M/Sgt. Paul McElroy, Phil., Pa,
Group Sergeant Major, after one month of expecting the worse, received word that his youngest brother
was killed in action on the second day of the Normandy landing. His second brother also in Normandy
visited the youngest brother's organization. He was told that on the second night while on patrol he
was ambushed with the entire patrol being wiped out............. A non-league game with 401 Ack-ack
was indeed a sad display for the Headquarters gang. Their complete lack of interest or enthusiasm
made the proceedings a mechanical bore. The 4-0 final score was no indication of how poorly the
game was actually played... Two missions today one taking the boys for a 3 ½ hour ride up the Rhone
Valley and the second to the Var River bridges produced excellent results again.....
August 7, 1944
Brigadier General Robert Knapp, Fred C.
Painter of Reader's Digest, Larry Newman of
International News Service, and Ken Dickson
of Associated Press arrived this morning
unexpectedly to fly with our missions. Their
purpose here was not indicated. They only
indicated that they were making a circuit of
the entire 1st Tactical Air Force in Corsica.
They showed eager interest in all that
transpired at briefing, during flight, and
interrogation after the mission. General
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Knapp stayed at their side as much as possible as well as Lt. Colonel Bailey and Colonel Chapman
explaining to them what ever developed which needed explanation. They had dinner at the 489th Mess
Hall. At 1300 hrs they departed for their next outfit..... HQ EM softball team played another nonleague game with the 306th. After seven innings of poor pitching and loose fielding some excitement
climaxed the last inning when Big Joe Nichols, Georgia, knocked in the winning tally for Headquarters
with his first hit of the day.... Movie was Spencer Tracy, Irene Dunn in “A Guy Named Joe.” The
Movie was not favorably received by the vast majority of the G.I.s.... The main road leading to the
Group movie area provides an interesting study to the casual observer. Seems more like sauntering
evening Country church goers straddled along the road in single file. Their legs strapped with leggings,
headnets, and possible blankets under their arm they proceed along chatting and joking..... Captain
Eggers, Group P.I. Officer continues to be pestered by grieved lead bombardiers claiming that their
pattern of bombs were not the bombs to overshoot the target etc.... But photographs seldom deceive the
trained eye and so long it is known what order the boxes bombed in their run over the target, there is
little ground for argument.....

August 8, 1944
Today we lost Corporal Louis Capawanna, Chicago, Group Operation's clerk and Turret gunner. On his
14th mission, the target Avignon in southern France, his plane received at least two direct hits by flak
causing it to virtually disintegrate in air. Three chutes were seen to open on the plane's descent. One
other plane disabled by flak was ditched out at sea. Efficient Air Sea rescue resulted in all crew
members bing safely picked up. They are now reported to be in Ajaccio. Three other ships crash

landed here at the home base... If it is any consolation, the bridge was very well hit along its north end
and north approach.... M/Sgt. Joseph Kline, Bombardier working as assistance to Group Bombing
Officer, was on this mission. He returned completely disorganized, shaken up to a point of physical
collapse. It has been a very interesting observation to analyze this man intermingling with the
Headquarters' ground personnel. Not sharing the same dangers, they cannot necessarily entertain the
same appreciations nor the same calculations of the future. The inadvisability of this intermingling is
blatantly clear and for his own peace of mind he should associate only with those who share such
dangers, and who can thereby extend tacit sympathy, understanding and common interest..... S/Sgt. Ed
Lorenz, Detroit, obtained a six day pass. Deriving no pleasures from beating about foreign
countrysides or strange peoples, he is passing the six days either lying in his sack or on the beach. He
certainly will be rested if nothing else is achieved these next few days......
August 9, 1944
Thick overcast prevented bombing the Primary so the alternate target, Ventimiglia RR bridge, was
bombed with excellent results...... Threatening rain all day finally materialized into a steady down-pour
the entire evening and early night. This is the first rain in several weeks. Rains such as these brings on
a nostalgia of the frequent summer night rains back home, then so detestable but now so sweet to
remember..... Major Fields, Alabama accountant, Group Adjutant, speaking to Major Kisselman
regarding a PR form he was asked to fill in that he did not want any publicity of the type that usually
reaches home concerning a local boy overseas. After some discussion, the form was filled out and
handed in..... That something big and unique is cooking for tomorrow is not only in the air but can also
be felt in one's bones. Major Kisselman, Group Intelligence Officer and Major Ruebel, Group
Operations Officer, were called up to Wing for a secret conference. Such secret conferences are not
intended as stag parties. Upon their return three hours later they both looked as if the mouse had been
swallowed...... Feature attraction for the day was a dog-fight between a piper-cub and a bi-winged 1927
modeled Wright plane some 1500 feet above operations. The interrogation of the then returning
combat crews was momentarily suspended to watch this fight of the century. After living through
several deaths the easily out maneuvered bi-plane having his foe again on his tail released in the way of
a smoke screen the yellow anti-malaria powder it was carrying. The cub won the applause of all
spectators for its daring performance........
August 10, 1944
The torrential all night rain found the men in Headquarters literally bailing out this morning. Several of
the Officers in Headquarters with an eye toward possible air attacks had the space under the tent dug to
a depth of three feet. All the rain water of the area seemed to have accumulated in this hole. Major
Reubel, awakening, glanced over the side of his cot, called over to Major Moody, Group Navigation
Officer informing him of the worse. Major Moody looking into the matter immediately began shouting
for Mayday, Channel D, Air Sea Rescue.... This morning the entire area was strewn with wet clothes
out to dry..... Weather not permitting combat operations, the secret operational orders for today have
been postponed a day..... Captain King, Ass't S-2, after 14 leisurely spent days roaming about the island
returned to work. These two weeks of relaxation have worked wonders on the Captain. He seems to
be quite happy with life again. On being asked what it was like, he states simply that one really begins
living when he plans a big day ahead, and then not to bother doing one thing he planned.... A three
game play-off between the 488th soft ball team and the headquarters team for the championship of the
second phase began tonight with the 488th winning the first game 5-0. Captain Farmer, Group

Armament Officer, pitching for the Headquarters team lost his first league game of the season. The
headquarters team having won the first half of season phase need to win these three games to hold the
championship. If they lose this play-off, then it will be necessary for them to play the 488th again in
another play-off series to decide season championship........
August 11, 1944
More rain, again in torrential
tendencies throughout the night.
This time however, the men
were better prepared with the
necessary channels around the
periphery of the tent thus
directing water which would
otherwise flow into the tent
around it.... No doubt as prelude
to coming attraction is the
changed nature of our target.
Permanent gun positions located
in the Marseilles area. Of four
pin-pointed areas as our targets
for today. Three were throughly
eliminated by excellent pinpoint bombing with the 4th
missed by 150 yards. No flak
was encountered at any of the
pin-points giving the boys a well
deserved respite from the blood
curdling experiences of the past
few missions.......... The first of the requested volunteers as cadre for a Very Heavy Bomber outfit left
today for an unknown destination, believed the States. The second bunch bringing the total to 100 men
including M/Sgt. Harry Dullinger, Washington D.C., of HQ, (the only HQ man on this cadre) will be
leaving tomorrow. Quite generally the names of those on the cadre include those whom the Group felt
were worth being rid of. Actually a good many were capable men who began on the wrong foot and
never did get started.

August 12, 1944

HQ soft-ball team came along nicely tonight to win their first game of the play-offs bringing it to a one
game tie. The final score 7-2 with Corporal Aspenson [Alvin Aspenson], Illinois, EM in charge of the
Officers' club, pitching the boys to their victory. Rather than take in the movie at the 340th Music Hall,
the boys preferred seeing the all star performance of “Follow the Boys” showing at the 324th Service
Squadron's Paramount Theatre. No charge to service men. The Colonel, Chapman, is as bust as the rest
of them spending all his time up at operations working over his main interest, namely the Group's
continued outstanding performance in devising new training ideas etc..... Fundamental to success says
the Colonel is practice and still more practice. Not the least of the Colonel's difficulties seems to be the
unrelenting rivalry existing between the Group's under the 57th Wing. Each Group continues to accuse
the other of faking areas in their bombfall plots placing the bombs in the target area, thus giving them
higher bombing accuracy as well as a higher efficiency rating. Latest thorn arose when it was
discovered that the 321st draftsman was using in place a radius of over 200 yards as still part of the
target area. Taking advantage of this mistake, the colonel decided to inform General Knapp of the 321st
technique in achieving their unearned average. Thus the war continues. The mission today took us to
four more pin-pointed gun positions in the general vicinity of Marseilles. Again a .750 batting average
with three of the four areas being well covered with probably direct hits on the guns.

August 13, 1944
The Catania Mission returned partially successful with a total of 200 Litres of Assorted beverages for
the Enlisted Men's club and an endless assortment of fresh vegetables including some 1800 eggs for
headquarters' mess..... Our most distinguished guest in today's activity was the Auspicious Lady Suzy,
Chimpanzee, a native of Liberia and presently in the care of a Captain of the 41st engineers.
Unadvised, the personnel of Group Operations noticed this strange guest walk into the building with
proprietorship candor. Jumping up onto the drafting table, she commenced drafting most weird
designs. Later went over to the phone and successfully rang the operator, but later became entangled
with the wires and gave this up in confusion. Later the captain took Suzy by the hand walked out of the
office with all giving her a joyous bravo and farewell...... HQ soft ball team won again tonight from the
488th cinching the area championship. In total the HQ boys won 20 with a loss of but three league
games for the entire season. S/Sgt. Frank Tureck, one time all-star basketball player of New York was
top hitter and quite nearly the team's most valuable man. The missions for today were again Gun
positions in Marseilles area. The four pin-point areas were well covered giving the Group a perfect
batting average for the day...
August 14, 1944
The day before the invasion. Who said so? Well, when
returning crews report seeing convoys of several hundred
ships moving north, when Group S-2 receives bundles of top
secret target charts and photos, when the Group is committed
to send up at daybreak 72 ships and 54 more in the afternoon,
when all Staff Officers are called into secret session by the
Colonel with several ranking visitors who seem to know a
good bit more than their appearance would justify, when
another secret session is called for all combat crews and when
the briefing room with all the top secret drawings brought
down from higher HQ is locked and kept under heavy guard
should all be a least fair evidence that another tea party is in
the air for the Jerries..... Captain King, Ass't S-2 Officer, Major
Kisselman, S-2 Officer with two clerks, T/Sgt. Hickey Group
PRO, and S/Sgt. Thomas H. Smith worked until 2 AM
preparing briefing putting together necessary photos, maps etc.
The office was however as calm as before any storm.
Thomas H. Smith
Needless to say, each and every man is keyed for the situation.
They have long expected it and now are ready for the
eventualities that follow. To those members of this organization who were present to see the beginning
offensive breaking the Mareth line, the fall of Cape Bon, the Invasion of Sicily, the Salerno beachhead,
the Break-thru at Cassino etc were in no position to be overdone by this climax to sixteen months of
operations. To all however, veterans and neophytes alike, especially in the light of General
Eisenhower's words to the troops in Northern France that this is the critical week of this war, bore but
one thought in mind, HOME, the sooner the better..... Preparatory to tomorrow's operations was the
continuation of our endeavors of the past few days, the bombing of still more gun emplacements along
the Marseilles' area. Three of the four designated areas, confirmed by photo coverage, were well hit
with the fourth very probably hit...... The evening was spent with M/Sgt. Joseph N. Kline, Group Staff
Bombardier nervously staying up the entire night and with the ground personnel gathering about in

little circles speculating. The Kitchen will open for business at 0230 hrs rather than the usual 0700 hrs
to care for the early rising combat and staff personnel, and complimentary to all this preparation is the
fact that the generator providing current for the Headquarters' area will be kept running the entire
night......

August 15, 1944
Squadron Leader Powell, RCAF, PRO was told to cover a combat assignment. This he fulfilled by
flying with our formation this morning having as targets 8 different gun positions immediately
preceding the first wave of troops landing in Southern France. Besides the all-consuming landing
operations which our air efforts supported, the day was also unique for these reasons: today the Group
completed its 500th combat mission and today also marked 18 months of overseas duty for the Group.
The Group also set a new high for itself sending up a total 1132 planes on 11 separate missions. The
first ship took off at 0517 succeeded by 71 others. All these planes returned safely. At 1520 hrs sixty
more planes took off with the Dreaded Avignon Bridge as target. The three bridges designated as
targets were well hit but a price was paid. Three of the participating ships did not return and several of
those returning were badly shot up..... Crews of the plane shot down over Legaro Bridge in Italy on
June 3rd are reported to have safely returned to our lines. This fact was confirmed by the arrival of the
gunner on this plane who was first interrogated by XIIth Air Force A-3, and sent here for three days to
clear his affairs..... Some surprise was expressed by the news that Patton is in France in Command of
an American Army.... Movie for the evening was a private affair for a selected few. The old projector
was no longer serviceable, so regular movie was canceled. Late last evening a new one was picked up.
Too late to show the regular movie and with the same curiosity as that to try on the first pair of pants,
Corporal Becker, Group Special Service, called in a few of surrounding EM at HQ, told them to pull up
seats and held a showing inside the Special Service tent. No one knows the picture's title, but they do
know it involves saboteurs and seems interesting........
August 16, 1944
The problem of keeping unauthorized transients from the S-2 Office has by no means been solved. A
sign hanging above the doorway lapping low enough to scrape the head of those entering has still to
attract the interest necessary to even stop to read what it imparts. Principal preoccupation is to
eliminate the continuous disappearance of classified periodicals, to prevent as far as it is humanly
possible the leakage of target information before it reaches the wrong persons, to avoid the unnecessary
confusion caused by the office being used as a meeting point for all drifters. Major Johnson's statement
that we have sacrificed mobility for extensive accommodations as a contributing factor is certainly with
its share of truth for had the office been retained on its skeleton level as in Africa rather than a spacious
real-estate office all this lingering would quickly disappear.... Major Kisselman jumped again on
Captain Hangar's neck for necessary supplies and again Captain Hangar suggested the writing of more
requisitions for all their dubious worth..... The new projector, put into use before the Group Movie for
the first time, was found deficient in one respect, its sound system is too weak for the area it must
cover. Steps are being taken to remedy the situation, but so far as last night's movie few if any had the
patience to see its end. Nothing was comprehensible.... 340th hardball team walked off with another
victory last night beating the 41st Engineers by a 5-2 score. It is surprising the attendance these games
draw. The entire diamond is surrounded with parked vehicles coming from any number of places to see

the game. A fair estimate places the average attendance at 1,000.... Cigarettes are now sold for $10.00
a carton in Sicily. A good many of the boys are picking up their share of small change through this
media. This morning's missions, the Livron South Railroad bridge and La Pousin Road bridge, both in
close proximity to the other in Southern France were successfully hit. One span of one of the bridges
had completely collapsed.... News of the new beachhead still is fragmentary with little concrete facts
given. More detail accounts should soon follow......
August 17, 1944
Stand-down called at 1450 hrs. Men were already briefed and sitting in planes prepared for take-off. A
thunderstorm was then in the making, but the planes began taking off according to schedule. The
stand-down was called while the ships were taking off..... The thundershower in the afternoon cooled
things off considerably. With this change in temperature the men were one and all over-exuberant with
energy. The upshot of it all was an evening of great activity. After dinner teams were chosen
principally from the older commissioned and non-commissioned men. In all it amounted to a Sunday
afternoon picnic ballgame with many a graying head finding it somewhat difficult to stoop or run as in
days gone by. After seven innings, all were ready to quit totally exhausted from laughing and chasing
about. As a night cap the EM with thirst for blood played what was without question the most hotly
[contested] volleyball game still on record. Not one point was won free of charge nor was one game
won with the greater margin than the required deuce.... John Carracciolo of Astoria N.Y. spent the
entire afternoon drafting a marriage certificate. As model for the print WDAGO Form No. 55 was
used. The marriage certificate was for a real purpose for 1st Lt. Bulkely from Chicago, Attorney was to
be married to a flight nurse, diminutive but sweet Mary Smith of South Carolina formerly stewardess
with the Delta Air Lines. The two met in Catania where the Air Evacuation Depot was then located and
the 340th was also located. After one year of a flying courtship the two have decided to make a try at
it........
August 18, 1944
With the break of dawn our planes took off for a mission to Southern France. Reaching Cap Corse
Rendezvous point, they ran into a solid bank of clouds, thunder and lightening. The boys turned
back.... Lt. Lewis Bulkely took the fatal plunge this morning at 1030 hrs. The alter was neatly prepared
by Chaplain Cooper, Ohio. The bride and several friends, all of the flying Nurses Corps, were brought
over from Italy in a flying fortress. The bride and friends quickly arranged the flowers and the
proceedings began. Chaplain Cooper officiated. It was the first of such services undertaken by the
good chaplain since coming overseas. He derived at least as much satisfaction as did the marrying
couple.... Major Kaufman, 489th Squadron commander of Lt. Bulkely's unit, gave the bride away and
Captain John Nester, New Jersey, 489th Squadron Surgeon acted as best man. A brief reception was
held at the Group Officers' Club, dinner at the Squadron mess hall. During the day several invitations
were made to the Lt. for a game of poker that evening. All were politely declined..... Normally outside
of Group Operations will be collected any number of GIs awaiting plane rides to the mainland.
Yesterday [there were] two enlisted WACS who had made the trip over to visit their boyfriends here on
the island. Nowhere could they get a ride. B-25s are not permitted to carry females of any description
on non-operational flights. After two days of waiting they finally were able to obtain a lift on the B-17
that had brought the wedding party over..... T/Sgt. Hickey's conversation with one of them proved quite
revealing. This was apparently the third B-25 field they had hit in request for a ride and at each field
had been given the same sad story: against orders. Sgt. Hickey asked one of them what type of plane

did they come over in, a B-25 or a C-47, the WAC said she didn't know. Then Hickey pointing across
the field to a B-25 asked if that was the type of plane, to which she again answered she didn't know.
Then he asked whether it was the type of passenger plane used in the States. To this she varied her
answer saying “Look, we are only switchboard operators, we don't know anything about aeroplanes.”

August 19, 1944
The boys today made up for the twoday let up by putting two compact
patterns across the center of the
Orange RR bridge and dropping the
center span of a suspension road bridge
at Montfaucon. A XIIth Air Force PR
release for today gives some indication
of the efforts undertaken by the B-25s
in this recent landing in southern
France. It reads as follows, “For
eleven days prior to the invasion of
southern France, B-25 Mitchells of
Tactical Air Force attacked targets in
the landing areas to drop more than
25,000 tons of bombs in the softeningup program. During this period, the
Mitchells put 1,129 planes over the
Axis-held territory in 68 combat
missions, before August 2, the B-25s
have never bombed France but had
concentrated on Italian targets for more than eight months. Since their first attack and through D plus
one, the Mitchells have flown 100 missions, flown 1,603 sorties and dropped 3, 233 tons of bombs.”
310th Band (accomplished but tiny) 321st personnel with several colored boys from the infantry outfit
near the two organizations pooled talents and put on a class “A” variety skit show. Many of the men
had considerable vaudeville, experience or so it seemed, for the performance was well above the ham
and egg type of stage shows normally presented. For one thing, being themselves GIs, they knew
precisely what commonplace subject matter to choose for their skits. As for example the jostling one
receives when riding the back end of a GI truck or humorous sidelights and tribulations of an aerial
engineer, various pantomimes were also very effective. Two things made it particularly enjoyable, the
lack of flagrant vulgarity and the total absence of the 100% Zone of the Interior patriotism.... The HQ
softball team won a heart breaker from the 1068 ordinance team by winning 1-0. Both teams made but
one hit a piece with the winning tally coming in only as the result of four successive walks.....
August 20, 1944
Something entirely new in the way of disciplinary problems cropped up today. The up-cropping is the
result of the recent order of this Wing that the men are to fly till they can fly no more. So many of the
men having come into combat with a seeming understanding that at fifty they would be entitled to

furloughs or rotation back to the States, and later to have the ante raised to 53 and now raised
indefinitely find themselves grumbling quite loudly. On the morning of the completion of their 55th
mission two gunners and several officers turned to the Squadron C.O. telling him that they thought they
had had enough flying and hoped to be taken off combat status. The two gunners are now in the guard
house under charges of misbehaving before the enemy. Actually all that was involved was their telling
the C.O. their intentions to no longer fly. It is apparent that the Group Commander and Wing
Commander are both interested in having the charges pressed if for no other purpose than to have a test
case upon which to base further action. Other combat members of the Group have grievously resented
this reaction of the Colonel and have lost much of the respect previously held toward him. The matter
is now under investigation...... Mail has been wanting for many days. Today communications was
finally made with the outside world. T/Sgt. Riggs [Nolan R. Riggs], Texas, Chief APO Clerk had a fair
collection of mail for the boys including packages containing many surprises. S/Sgt. John Carracciolo
of Astoria, L.I. took the jackpot with four packages containing cookies, slippers, candy, toilet articles
etc......
August 21, 1944
The still crisp morning air was shattered
with the shrill blast of a policeman's
whistle. The purpose of the whistle was
not intended to direct traffic, however, as
it was to disentangle each and every soul
in the HQ's area from the firm grasp of
Morpheus. And so it shall be now and
ever after, so says Major Bennett, Group
Executive Officer, that the C.Q. at HQ,
will visit each and every tent every
morning at 0700 hours using the irritating
call of a whistle to bring the men back to
this world. The objective apparently
seems to have the men at breakfast
sometime before noon and have them
EM Club on Corsica Photo: Hymie Setzer Collection
report to work sometime before late
afternoon..... The HQ's EM club declared
a dividend of five dollars for all members who had invested the initial five dollar membership fee.
Since the club has continued to make large profit rather than have any one or two do all the work as
had previously been the case, four men, volunteers, will be given a total of 80 dollars a month to tend
bar and keep the place neat... The blood curdling rivalry existing between the various sections of
Headquarters has now found expression in softball games between sections. S-2 vs S-3. Corner lot
ball games seldom produce any more vociferous arguments or more shouting. The main surprise of the
evening was the presence of old frozen faced, 60-year old Major “Daddy” Summers. The Connie
Mack of the 340th came out on the ball diamond ready for action with pant legs tucked in, sweat shirt
on. It was well beyond the realm of one's imagination to watch this otherwise unnoticed soul attract so
much attention by his astute deftness in batting and fielding. The men were convinced that Daddy
Summers had played ball before...... Something out of the pages of Fenimore Cooper's “Deerslayer”
came into the office last evening which had the men without words for the moment. Looking very
formidable, helmet, green paratrooper's suit, German pistol on his belt, tommy gun slung over his
shoulder, Glider pilot, 2nd Lt. Smith had stopped in to obtain a lift to Italy. Apparently, he was the real

McCoy for he had seen action in northern and was now returning from southern France where he had
also made a landing. Our day's operation took us back to northern Italy with the Parma W. RR bridge
as target. Two separate missions of 18 ships were sent after the objective. The bridge had been under
extensive repairs since our effective bombing of it early July. Jerry was probably back at work this
morning beginning his repairs from scratch for the bombing really made mincemeat of the bridge. Pvt.
Henry F. Jolley, court-martialed twice in the last year, now under Major Johnson's guiding hand took
the week's prize by returning early from his pass to Catania.
August 22, 1944
Early morning weather recce over target area determined weather
was not fit for operations consequently stand-down..... Well
attended blood and guts movie “Sahara” was the film for tonight...
Tragedy of this performance is that the folks back home tend to
believe such melodramatic tripe. Speculation continues to run
rampant as to the date of termination of hostilities in Europe..
Montgomery's oration to his troops covering German losses and the
decisiveness of the German defeat in Normandy has added more
fuel to this fire.... Lt. Wilbur Snaper's twenty-five dollar bet made
last January that Germany would capitulate 90 days after invasion
of France may still be realized..... Entertainment in the HQ EM club
was a classic. Pvt. Jolley slightly drunk passed in Review with
M/Sgt. Joseph Kline as the soldier to be inspected. Jolley with
eight years of service, two in the Cavalry and three in the Field
Artillery created a near riot keeping the untrained undisciplined
Kline on his toes snapping orders, field command etc. Jolley was
by far the best reviewing General the boys have as yet seen. Major
Randall Cassada has rejoined the organization from his thirty-day
furlough back to the States. Word has been received that Captain Kirk White, S-2 488th, recently sent
home on rotation, has sailed from Naples on no other ship than the USS West Point. He thus can say he
made his tour around the world in the same tub....
August 23, 1944
On morning mission 8/10 cloud
coverage with rain overhead prevented
proper observation of target
consequently all bombs were returned.
Afternoon was a mixture of affairs with
one mission sent to effectuate a road
block North of Turin where two German
Divisions were seeking a retreat through
the little town of Settimo. The orders
were to knock out the “Ponte San
Marion [Martino]” crossing the Po
Valley at this point. Both the bridge and
the town were well covered. The
second afternoon mission was Avignon

Ponte San Martino intact with the town in ruins.
Photo: Roger Juglair

Bridge. Already five ships had been lost on two missions to this area so the worse was expected. In an
attempt to avoid as much loss as possible a staggered flight was sent with three ships carrying frags and
chaff with every two boxes. Flak was reported as Heavy, Scant, Inaccurate seeming to indicate the
effectiveness of our plans, or a withdrawal of German guns. The bridge was not hit...... Corporal
Capawanna, now Sergeant, shot down over Avignon on our first attempt is reported safe in Naples and
sent to XXIIth Air Force A-2 [sic. S-2?] for interrogation and disposition.... Flying Photographer and
staff Sergeant in this Group, overseas 16 months completed fifty missions was sent home on furlough.
Before leaving he gave instructions to the postal clerk to hold onto his arriving mail till his return. On
arrival in the States he found his wife madly in love with some Lt. Commander. Only 300 of the 5000
dollars sent home in this period accounted for and his wife asking for a divorce. Married shortly before
leaving for overseas he had but the oft repeated words of love and endearment upon which to base his
belief in her fidelity. The divorce was granted. Upon opening and reading the accumulations of letters
his wife had sent in the time required for him to reach home she still professed her great devotion to
him and her great joy in anticipating his return home after so long an absence...... Paris liberated, and
Romania becomes our new great forward thinking ally. The news was not taken with equanimity for it
proved the needed justification for the usual drunks to add a couple more under their belts. Pvt. Harry
Ford Jolley, through the intercession of the F.B.I. finally received word his wife is still alive and was
notified of her present address. 13 months of patience finally awarded..... Movie “Smith of
Minnesota.” The writer being a former Michigan man felt several points difficult to follow or
swallow......
August 24, 1944
Corporal Carl E. Albersmeir, Pa, policing up the dispersal area in preparation
for tomorrow's 2nd anniversary program came upon what seemed a dud fourpound anti-personnel bomb which the Jerries had dropped the memorable
night of May 12/13th. Carl picked the bomb up, thought nothing of it tossing
it over his shoulder. On impact it exploded. Carl is now in the hospital
suffering shrapnel wounds..... Captain Fred Dyer, Denver, took off in the late
evening for his regular instrument flight around the island. On approaching
the field his hydraulic system failed with wheels refusing to lock. He circled
the field several times and each time the wheels refused to lock. His #1 motor
then began acting up. Captain Bennett, 486th Engineering Officer was called
and came rushing out to the field in a jeep. Coincidence has it that on this
next approach after Captain Bennett's arrival on the scene not only did the
wheels lock but the motor quit acting up. Held: That Captain Dyer was using
this as a hoax to get transportation to the field awaiting him when he came down..... More than the
average run of GIs has been confounding the boys these days. The various latrines are crowded with
unsatisfied looking customers.... Past two weeks has had a substantial increase of new combat crews.
25 of the new pilots arriving have had no training whatsoever with twin engine bombers. They are now
being initiated to twin engine bombers and formation flying..... Morning mission failed to drop its
bombs. Baynaux RR bridge had a 10/10 cloud coverage protecting it. The afternoon mission was
directed at gun positions on Ratenneau Isle, Corrigador of Marseilles. The port has been in our hands
for a day or two but this heavily fortified island is still in enemy hands. Two of the gun emplacements
were successfully hit....

August 25, 1944
With all the grooming of a college commencement our second anniversary program began. 180 medals
were presented to a quadrangular formation of immaculately attired men. In a hot bright afternoon sun
Major Fields, Group Adjutant, read off the XIIth Air Force orders authorizing the citations Brigadier
General Robert D. Knapp, 57th Wing Commander, was principal guest pinning the citations on the
incumbents. The 41st Engineers band was present as accompaniment playing such soft melodies as
“My Sweet Little Alice Blue Gown” while the decorations were being pinned. At 4:00 PM baseball
game between the 488th and the 486th with the 488th winning. As a night cap, beginning at 1930 hrs a
USO variety show with Gerry Mann as MC, “Ace” Parker trumpet, formerly with Abe Lyman's
orchestra, and three talented young ladies as the entertainers. Young Walker Harris derived most
pleasure when called upon the stage to answer four simple questions, if answered correctly he would be
entitled to kissing the delightfully delicious Betty Lindi. He missed on the fourth question, but in
generosity Betty tenderly held his head to place a kiss on his cheek. But Walker was not to be foiled by
an unfair question so letting his caveman instincts gain the upper hand seized the young lady and put
two real parking lot smooches on the young lady's lips. She did not scream for help nor seek to break
lose. In fact the pretty Betty might well have felt slight had not Walker behaved as he did.....
Throughout the day and night all the clubs were running wide open. At least two thirds of the
organization were paralyzed with the remaining third comfortably oiled. Surprisingly enough the only
incident to become of all this drinking had its setting in the Officers' club when two rather gray-headed
Majors took a couple of pokes at the other... Because of the anniversary program the Group was stooddown........
August 26, 1944
The General, in consideration of what the consequences might be, felt it best to have this Group stooddown and leave the burden to the other two Groups carry this Groups' for one day..... The office was
likened to a tomb with no more than four persons here at any one time when normally there is a
personnel of 20 plus. Those who were present were bleary eyed, dopey, thick, unmovable. The efforts
of the night before certainly took its toll. Sgt. Louis Capawanna, previously reported safely returned to
Allied territory, returned to camp last night to collect a few strings remaining undone before leaving for
the States. He was quite amazed to hear that every last item was already disposed with the personal
items being forwarded to his home and military issue turned into Quartermaster. He is to leave in the
morning so many a toast was drank bidding farewell to dear Louis.... Corporal Paul P. Powell,
Tennessee, after spending several months in the Hospital as a recurrent Malaria patient sent to Naples
for final disposition home was returned to the organization. In Naples recurrent Malaria is not
adequate medical grounds to return to the States......
August 27, 1944
At dawn a mission scheduled to attack a road bridge on the Rhone River. Planes had but taken off
when they were recalled. The 7th Army had already taken the bridge. Other bridges were given as later
targets. These too were called off, the 7th Army was moving along too rapidly. The Group finished the
day bombing the Ratonneau Island gun positions once again with reasonably good results..... Mail
comes along in steady streams. August 21st “Pony Edition” Time magazine arrived evidencing the
excellent postal service in recent weeks...... Of great mystery is the heavy gambling that has suddenly

spurted up so late in the month. Dice games have frequently eighty dollar passes, Black-jack has many
20-dollar cards, a night's earning in Rummy nets forty to fifty dollars. Normally, at this late date in the
month money is so scarce as to preclude any games whatsoever. Charges against the two gunners of
the 488th, Sgt. Ketteringham [Carroll Ketteringham] and Sgt. Lyons [John Lyons} were bounced by the
57th Wing and dropped. The men were very happy to hear of this but are now expecting the worse in
the way of administrative action such as being grounded and broken to grade of private...... The heavies
receive all the credit. Recently the heavies were sent on a three-day running on bridges over the Po.
Few if any of the bombs were even placed in the target area. Several weeks ago the mediums were
called upon to the same task. In four hard-driven days every bridge across the Po was made
impassable, some 22 bridges. These received the highest commendations from all Aerial tacticians.
But the publicity for those days was “Heavies smash German targets in the heart of Rhineland.” To
heap insult upon injury Lt. General Ira C. Eaker made a well-publicized speech commending the great
work of the MAAF. He proceeded to enumerate the type of Aircraft involved mentioning specially the
heavies and proceeded to also mention every type of Aircraft down to the piper cubs but did not
mention the B-25s. These orphans have been in this theatre since El Alamein, longer than any other
medium bombers, who were first on Sicily, and who have been the veritable workhorses of the MAAF
throughout the Winter and Spring receive no mention of even being in this theatre of operations.
Captain King, Ass't S-2, also navigator with over 55 missions, long sensitive of the absence of credit
for our efforts said that speech of Eaker was like hitting a man fully force below the belt.
August 28, 1944
After having the first designated target, another bridge, it was again canceled because it was already in
the hands of the 7th Army, the eventual target was the Tarare RR bridge at S-622016. Due to heavy
haze but one box dropped and these bombs were wide of the target. General Court Martial proceedings
in Bastia against Corporal King Carrell, of South Utah, charged with the wrongful disposition of
Government issued clothing by “turning over to certain French
Civilians” began today. Corporal Sebastian Buffa, Clerk in Group
S-2, acted as special defense counsel. The Court on its own motion
adjourned the proceedings requesting that the two civilians with
whom the clothes were left be brought into court for questioning....
Captain Anthony Holmes A Court, of the United Defense Forces,
South Africa, New ALO Officer, who has been with us since the 20th
of this month and has been doing a very good job was given an
understudy in the way of Captain Ray W. Johnson of Wahepton,
N.D. With 2 ½ years of active duty in the infantry. In civilian life he
was a merchant in school supplies. He has come up through the
ranks. Commissioned from O.C.S. He has already been assigned a
position on the S-2 softball team still to win its first league game......
Mixed stage and screen show was this evening's entertainment. The
41st Engineers, colored band put on a one-hour performance before
dark, with the movie feature being Joe E. Brown in “Casanova in
Burlesque.” The audience was not too receptive to this class of tripe
with only a few persevering to its end.....

August 29, 1944
Gun inspection again with at least forty percent not appearing. T/Sgt. Ralph Wyland S-2, Iowa,
immediately before inspection took his carbine to 488th armament for a thorough cleaning. Upon
inspection the exterior of the gun found perfect. The barrel rusted, and dirty. Vast majority of guns
inspected were held to be satisfactory.... For the past three mornings briefing has been at 05:50 hrs
pulling many a disgruntled soul out of his loved sack at tragically pre-dawn hours, only to be told either
during briefing or immediately before take-off that the mission was postponed till early afternoon....
Mission today to the Feltre RR Viaduct in Southern France was successful... Rumors hold the
spotlight. Crews returning from missions no longer discuss the mission rather discuss the last rumor
heard. The most popular has the 57th Wing breaking up completely with one Group possibly the 321st
scheduled for the Burma theatre. The 321st is said to have an “A” party picked to act as vanguard to
this movement. One of the remaining two Groups will continue onward to France with the third Group
either returning to the States intact or a splitting into two distinct Units one serving the French theatre,
the second in the Italian theatre. Colonel Willis Chapman, Jackson Michigan, was hospitalized this
morning. Nature of ailment unknown..... Tonight was the third night of board proceedings to decide
whether Hoekstra [Eugene W. Hockstra] is to be discharged for traits of character undesirable to the
service etc. Quite a lengthy proceeding to say the least having continued for three evenings.....
August 30, 1944
Captain Anthony J. King took his usual evening trip down to Ghisonaccia. Returning at midnight his
jeep ran out of gas approximately 10 miles south of the Airfield. The Captain decided to wait in the
jeep till someone came by either direction who might give him some gasoline or take him to where
some could be obtained. He waited many hours but no vehicles passed. At five in the morning the
situation became desperate for there was an early morning briefing and no one to take it but the
Captain. The Captain took to the road covering nearly nine of the ten miles in less than two hours. In
sight of Operations a vehicle finally passed but the Captain somewhat in a rage refused the ride. He
walked into S-2 limp and exhausted as a wet rag five minutes before briefing time. Says the Captain
“That is unstinting devotion to duty.” …. Master Sergeant Joseph N. Kline decided it best to evacuate
his dwellings near the club for somewhat quieter surroundings at operations. Payday domani [Italian
for 'tomorrow'.] After receiving pay the Officers fall into one line, the EM in another. Here the
Officers sink to the tune of $10.00 in the mess fund, the enlisted man pays $5.00 if in the first three
grades and three dollars in the last four..... Onward to the present battle area being in the Marne and
Argonne Forest of the last war, Captain Eggers, PFC in a machine gun crew in the last war planned a
trip back to that area to see if any of the fox-holes and machine gun nests he had dug are still there....
Early afternoon found strung out along the entire field B-26s with the French Tri-Color insignia along
the fuselage and wing. These planes on a long mission to Southern France had stopped in for
refueling..... The target for today were the Cittadella and the Susegana/Piave RR bridge. Both bridges
were successfully attacked. Jerry anticipating such an attack had already begun preparing a road across
the bed of the stream in both places.....

August 31, 1944
The night of the 29th the S-2 Section with Major Kisselman pitching played the Group Motor Pool
softball to win a blood and thunder victory at the score of 14-11. As Spectators the Group S-3
personnel stood at the sidelines hooting and howling their hearts content against the office rivals the S2 gang. Had their entire life's fortunes been involved they could not have more staunchly supported a
team. Their jeering changed many an Umpire decision, their cautioning saved many runs for the Motor
Pool boys. Resentment ran fierce between the S-2 and S-3 personnel because of this behavior. The
arguments and insults were loud and penetrating throughout the evening and night. S-2 victory was a
partial revenge, but tonight's game wherein the S-3 team lost by a decisive score of 8-3 to
communications was the payoff for the entire S-2 personnel. So effective was their hitting that two
men of S-3 promised to knock the teeth of principal instigator, John Carracciolo, if he should again
open his mouth..... Briefing was scheduled at 6:00 A.M. Target was to be a five hour affair taking the
Group to a maximum distance into Central France fringing on the 9th or 8th Air Force Jurisdiction. No
information of Flak or Enemy Aircraft in the vicinity was available. 9th and 8th Air Force Radar were
advised of the approach of our ships. A very sleepy crew appeared just at dawn. Because of weather
the mission was again delayed till the afternoon. At noon the Group was stood down... “Thereafter,”
states Julius Battiogli [Julius J. Battagliola], “we all enjoyed a very pleasant afternoon at the beach.”
To many the afternoon at the beach involved a hair raising experience to Colonel Malcolm Bailey,
Major Joseph Reubel and remainder of Headquarters Staff, Miss Davis Red Cross girl and a host of
other beach mongers. A reconnaissance Piper Cup flying low thought it great fun to buzz the length of
the beach. Coming to a height of no more than two or three feet, the plane forced each and every
person to lay flat. Many unsuspecting the quietly approaching plane and who were not able to take
cover till the last minute nearly had their head cut off. The plane then decided to take after Miss Davis
chasing her over sand dunes into the water and on two occasions coming too close for comfort or
desirable fun. The young lady with proper provocation was frightened well out of her wits. Colonel
Bailey was talking of writing a letter asking for severest disciplinary action to be taken. Moral: Don't
buzz beach or bathers when high ranking staff officers are around......

Restored Piper L-4A "Grasshopper"

